Forget the polls. It's not too late!
Ignore the sleazy tv ads. It's STILL in your hands.

We cannot control the lies told by our opponents. But we can SHOW UP tomorrow, Election Day. We CAN get our family members and friends and co-workers to SHOW UP at the polls TOMORROW. And we can volunteer to get out the vote in key battleground states, like Georgia and Pennsylvania.

We can't leave any votes behind! Too much is at stake: Either an inclusive and democratic America or an America hostile to Black lives and a direct threat to democratic rights for all.

Don't wake up on Wednesday wishing you had done more to get people to vote where you live. CBTU and APRI have joined together for the remaining days of the mid-term elections to Get Out The Vote.

All you need is a computer or tablet, your phone and an ActionID to use with OPEN Virtual Phone Bank. Please refer to the following to set up your ActionID today. GO to www.openvpb.com If you already have an ActionID, you can use it and log-in at the prompt to join any of the virtual phone banks in Georgia and Pennsylvania.

No Retreat. No Regrets, JUST VOTE.